Genome-scale metabolic network reconstruction.
Bacterial metabolism is an important source of novel products/processes for everyday life and strong efforts are being undertaken to discover and exploit new usable substances of microbial origin. Computational modeling and in silico simulations are powerful tools in this context since they allow the exploration and a deeper understanding of bacterial metabolic circuits. Many approaches exist to quantitatively simulate chemical reaction fluxes within the whole microbial metabolism and, regardless of the technique of choice, metabolic model reconstruction is the first step in every modeling pipeline. Reconstructing a metabolic network consists in drafting the list of the biochemical reactions that an organism can carry out together with information on cellular boundaries, a biomass assembly reaction, and exchange fluxes with the external environment. Building up models able to represent the different functional cellular states is universally recognized as a tricky task that requires intensive manual effort and much additional information besides genome sequence. In this chapter we present a general protocol for metabolic reconstruction in bacteria and the main challenges encountered during this process.